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French coverage

Autumn 1 Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1 Summer 2

EYFS
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3

Year 4

There is no place like home

Healthy humans

Rock and Roll

The Iron Man

Say our name
Greet others
Ask how old we are
Say our age
Count to 12

Learn the name of
fruit and vegetables
State our likes and
dislikes
Order them in a
French shop

Count to 50 in French
Learn a range of
classroom games in
French
Find out what games
they play in French
Children state likes and
dislikes
Learn ‘The farmers in
his den’ in French.

Know colours
Learn parts of the body
Describe ourselves

Sparks might fly
Know numbers to 30
Learn days of the weeks and
months

Christmas in France

The art of food
Learn names of a
Look at the customs
variety of food
in France and
compare with England Order food in a French

Passport to Europe
Look at the position of France
in the World
Look at countries which speak
French

What the Romans did for us
Listen to and follow classroom
instructions
Learn how to tell the
time
‘o’clock and ‘half past’

Water, water everywhere
Learn the words for
weather in French
Learn how to say the

How does your garden grow?
Know the names of
some familiar pet
Talk about how many
pets they have
Hold a
conversation
Do you have
any pets?
Yes I have -Hunted
Learn the names of a
range of animals in
French.

Say and write the date
in French
Have a French calendar
up and running

Year 5

A kingdom United
Position of France in the
World
French speaking
places
Greetings
Name - je m'appelle
Age
Numbers to 20
This half term -

Year 6

Family and friends
Meet the family
At the farm
I live in a...
In my house
Do you like animals?
What can I say?

Learn a simple
restaurant
Christmas song
Taste French food
Learn some traditional
Know some names of
Christmas words –
typical French food
E.G. Christmas tree,
Read the story –
angel ETC.
Hungry Caterpillar’ in
French
Where we live
Earthlings
Learn the names of the
Animals
Members of family
planets
Describe the planets
Aim to have a full
Learn the names of a
conversation by
variety
Christmas
of countries in French

All About Ourselves
The Body
What do I look like?
What are you doing?
Fashion
How are you feeling
today?
What’s the matter?

Marsden Heights to
teach

Introduce names for transport
and ways of travelling
Plan how we could travel to
France.

weather in French
Keep a French weather chart
in class – children change it
daily.

Recap colours
Orally give short phrases
and record in books to
describe the animals.

Inventors and Inventions
Learn how to tell the time
within five minutes.
Recap dates
Learn how to say our
birthdays and those in our
family.

Amazon Adventures
Learn the names of a
range of rainforest
animals
Learn adjectives to describe
including colour and size.
Say and record sentences
about the animals

Faster, higher and stronger
Recap colours
Learn the vocabulary for
a variety of clothes
Learn the vocabulary to
describe clothes – e.g.
fashionable, pretty
Say and write sentences
about the clothes.
Design and describe a new
school uniform

Marsden Heights to teach

Marsden Heights to teach

Marsden Heights to
teach
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